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THREAD: one more time on the need for citizens to understand the need for, then

demand, then deliberate on, then manage - a total pivotal change. Next tweet..what

is a pivot and why we need one 1/

We all did this as kids: Walk up a see-saw, you keep going fine until you cross the fulcrum then WHAM! It flips.This is what

happens in nature when resources are used up faster than they are replenished. All goes fine until nearly half are used up.

All who study biology know..2/

This flip is a population crash. It is natural. Important to know: the crash comes after the point where more resources are

being used up than are being replenished. There is a period of overshoot. The crash comes some time after overshoot. Can

that happen to humans? 3/
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According to Joseph Tainter (1988) there have been three:

Ancient Rome

Mayan Civilisation

Ancestral Puebloans

Modern society is exhibiting all the signs (Club of Rome 1972) 4/

https://t.co/ND85PXV9MB

All of this is well-known by scholars. But somehow it does not seem to have sunk in with citizens in general. The urgency.

So let me say it again in a retweet-worthy way 5/

For every major resource that we as humanity rely on, we are in overshoot. This means unless we make radical, major

changes to our way of life (PIVOT) society risks collapse as the overshoot catches us up. Lett me ask you fellow citizens - is

there anything unclear here? 6/

https://t.co/ND85PXV9MB


Right! Citizens understand the need to address overshoot the next thing is what do we demand be done about it? We

COULD not demand anything - and watch ours and coming generations deal with more and more early death. A real option

taken by many civilisations before us 7/

There ARE examples of where citizens have handled overshoot, but only in circumstances where groups of them have

looked after a common piece of land or seawater. Thomas Princen's book has examples. 8/ https://t.co/yRpDZnDWvV

We let it happen or we enter a process where we as citizens deliberate. What are we willing to give up in order to open up to

get something better for us and coming generations? Then we need to act. That is Pivot. 9/9 https://t.co/DV8mu5BBlg
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